English

Art

PE

Science

Stories with Historical
Settings
Look at a story that is set in
the past.
How can we identify what
time period the story was set
in?
What are the main features of
a story with a historical
setting?
Can you describe the
characters using a range of
adjectives?
Identify and learn new time
phrases/connectives.
Write our own story.

Make a Tudor rose using a
range of materials.
Make and design a Tudor rose
out of felt.
Learn how to use running
stitch!

Gym –
Work as part of a
group/individual/pair to form a
dance routine.
Understand the terms
‘dynamics’, ‘levels’, ‘cannon’,
‘unison’.

To understand the basic life
processes- growth/respiration.
Learn the process of pollination in
a flower.
Look at the similarities and
differences between a range of
living and non-living things.
Discuss and identify
microorganisms e.g. mould in
cheese!
What things cause illness and
what things cause decay?

ICT
Internet Research – children
use the internet to gather
information on Henry VIII
and his wives.
Consider accuracy – checking
facts etc.
Search technology effectively
and safely.
Discuss the use of ICT in
today’s world and compare
that to Tudor times.
Be confident in using
Microsoft Word.

Games – Football (PAFC)

Tudors- Henry VIII
Topic Web – 5 weeks
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History - Tudors
Understand about the Battle of Bosworth and the
Tudor Rose.
Find information about the House of Lancaster and
the House of York.
Learn about the profile of Henry VIII- what sort of
person was he?
Look at Henry VIII’s wives- what happened to them?
Did he have any children?
Look at the death of Anne Boleyn!
Find information about Catherine of Aragon.
Why did Henry VIII behead some of his wives?

Maths
Know how to tell the time on an
analogue and digital clock- this
is something that can also be
practiced at home.
Find the time intervals of
different programmes/timetables
etc.
Gather data using cm/m/kg/g.
Learn how to construct a bar
chart and enter data correctly.
Read Roman Numerals from I to
XII.
Recall the times tables up to
12x12.
Be able to use a range of
strategies to add and subtract.
Be able to do simple mental
maths questions in your head.

